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In industrial plants, buildings, and infrastruc-
ture, even a small disturbance in the power 
supply can cause serious damage – not only 
to industrial and building operations but also 
to people. That is why the standards for safe 
power distribution are so high.  
 
 
 

Safe and flexible  
power distribution

In addition, today’s increasingly automated 
and digitized production processes and 
buildings require increasingly adaptable 
power distribution. They need a flexible  
layout, high availability, and personal and 
plant safety.
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Conforming to standards:  
systematic power distribution

Our products and systems support the safe, flexible, and 
efficient implementation of power distribution planning, 
design, and operation. The SIVACON S8 low-voltage 
power distribution boards and SENTRON components are 
tried-and-true and perfectly compatible.

This not only helps to significantly reduce investment 
costs and risks: It also increases plant availability through-
out the entire period of use.

Conforming to standards: IEC 61439
As of 2014, all low-voltage switchgear and control gear 
assemblies in the European Economic Area must conform 
to the IEC 61439 standard.  

In contrast to the earlier IEC 60439 standard, IEC 61439 
describes distinct areas of responsibility. Specifically, it 
divides the tasks between an “original manufacturer” and 
a “manufacturer of a switchgear and control gear assem-
bly”. The original manufacturer (such as Siemens) is the 
company responsible for the original design and the asso-
ciated verification of the switchgear and control gear 
assembly in accordance with the relevant standard.

With a SIVACON S8 low-voltage power distribution board, 
customers are always on the safe side: It is design-verified 
to IEC 61439-1/2.
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SIVACON S8:  
for maximum demands

Benefits

• Emphasis on maxi-
mum personal and 
plant safety

• Flexible layout thanks 
to a modular concept 
and wide variety of 
parts

• Efficient implementa-
tion of technologically 
sophisticated solutions

Safe down to the last detail
The SIVACON S8 low-voltage power dis-
tribution board ensures a high level of  
personal and plant safety. Continuous 
testing to IEC 61641 and VDE 0660 Part 
500-2 guarantees safety in the event of 
an arcing fault. Many well-thought-out 
details, including a reduced use of  
plastic parts and insulated main busbars, 
guarantee maximum safety and plant 
availability, resulting in low liability risk.

Flexible and adaptable 
Thanks to its modular concept and wide 
variety of components, the SIVACON S8 
low-voltage power distribution board can 
meet all individual requirements. For 
instance, the profile bar or flat copper 
design of the vertical section busbars 
allows for tap-offs in the smallest of 
grids. The switching device holders are 
also modular, with a graduated depth. 

Efficient throughout the entire process 
Over 320,000 switching boards have 
already been launched on the market by 
SIVACON Technology Partners – proof 
that technologically sophisticated solu-
tions can be efficiently implemented with 
the SIVACON S8 low-voltage power distri-
bution board. Power distribution is easy 
to plan, and the distribution board can be 
quickly configured using the SIMARIS 
software tools. The result: time savings 
and planning reliability throughout the 
entire process.

Whether in industrial applica-
tions or infrastructure, our inte-
grated portfolio of products and 
systems offers safe, cost-effi-
cient, flexible application 
options for low-voltage power 
distribution and electrical instal-
lation technology.
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SIVACON S8 – system overview
1   Circuit breaker design 2   Universal mounting design

Mounting design • Fixed-mounted design
• Withdrawable

• Fixed-mounted design with
compartment doors

• Plug-in
Functions • Supply

• Outgoing feeder
• Coupling

• Cable feeders

Rated values • Up to 6,300 A • Up to 630 A

Connection position Front or rear Front or rear
Cubicle width (mm) 400, 600, 800, 1,000, 1,400 600, 1,000, 1,200
Internal separation Form 1, 2b, 3a, 4b, 4 type 7 (BS) Form 3b, 4a, 4b, 4 type 7 (BS)
Busbar position Top/rear Top/rear

1 2 3
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3   Fixed-mounted design 4   In-line design, plug-in 5    In-line design, 
fixed-mounted

6    Reactive power 
compensation

• Fixed-mounted design with
front covers

• Plug-in • Fixed-mounted design • Fixed-mounted design

• Cable feeders • Cable feeders • Cable feeders • Central reactive power
compensation

• Up to 630 A • Up to 630 A • Up to 630 A • Unchoked up to 600 kvar
• Choked up to 500 kvar

Front Front Front Front
1,000, 1,200 1,000, 1,200 600, 800, 1,000 800
Form 1, 2b, 3b, 4a, 4b Form 3b, 4b Form 1, 2b Form 1, 2b
Top/rear Top/rear Rear Without/top/rear

4 5 6
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SIVACON S8 – features
Variable busbar positions at the top up to 6,300 A

Variable busbar position rear up to 7,000 A (top and/or bottom)

Plug-in busbar system with test finger safety, cover (IP 20B) for fast and easy replacement of fuse switch 
disconnectors

Optimal connection conditions in busbar connection compartment
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3WL air circuit breakers 3VA molded case circuit breakers 3NJ4 fuse switch disconnectors 3NP1 fuse switch disconnectors 3NJ6 switch disconnectors with fuses 7KM PAC measuring devices 5SY MCBs, 5SM3 RCCBs,
5SU RCBOs

NEOZED, DIAZED,
NH fuse systems

Function • People and plants protected against over-
load and short circuit

• High level of personal and plant safety
• Integrated measuring functions

• Load switching and disconnecting in a
single system

• Reliably protect people and plants • Reliably protect people and plants • Precise and reliable recording of energy 
values for supply, electric feeders, and 
individual loads

• Comprehensive protection of people
and plants against damage through fire,
electric shock, lightning, or overvoltage

• Safe and rapid switch-off to protect
against overloads and short circuits

Special features • Numerous sizes permit flexible use
• Fixed-mounted and withdrawable designs

for fast and easy maintenance
• Comprehensive accessories

• High breaking capacity with compact
design

• Superior selectivity properties
• Comprehensive accessories for flexible

function expansions

• Fast fuse tripping characteristic
to prevent damage to plants and machines

• Wide range of connection options

• Compact design requires very
little space

• Fast, safe modulation
• Switching position indicator and fuse

monitoring: integrated line monitoring to
ensure plant availability

• Compact design requires very
little space

• Easy to replace in-line disconnectors
• High switching capacity

• Power quality analysis • Comprehensive standardized
accessories

• Functional design

• Comprehensive range of products
for all applications

Communication capability • Early fault detection thanks to
connection to higher-level control sys-
tems

• Supports all common communication
options: transparency of switching
states and energy flows

• Simple connection to higher-level
energy management systems

• Transparency of power flows as well
as the recording of system status
and network quality

• Connection to management systems

SIVACON S8 – simple integration of  
low-voltage power distribution components
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SIVACON S8 – features
The multi-profile bar allows for the simple assembly of modular installation devices

Boards for reactive power compensation with design verification according to IEC 61439 reduce transmission 
losses

Overview of power distribution, thanks to a standardized labeling system for sections and feeders

A modern look with design elements like the side panel and optionally extendable base
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SIVACON S8 –  
8 good arguments 
for safety

The SIVACON S8 low-voltage power distribution board ensures a high level of 
personal and plant safety – at all times and everywhere.

1
• Design verification by verification

test in accordance with
IEC 61439-1/-2

• Design-verified connection
to the SIVACON 8PS busbar
trunking system

2
High level of personal safety thanks to 
roof plate with pressure relief

3
Comprehensive certifications

• High degree of test coverage
•  Certifications for use on ships

and offshore platforms
• Earthquake upgrade

4
The patented locking system or sim-
ple or central locking keeps doors 
closed even in the event of an arcing 
fault.
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Safety in the event of an arcing 
fault, thanks to testing in accor-
dance with IEC 61641 and VDE 0660 
Part 500-2: restriction of the effects of 
the arcing fault

• Within the power distribution board
• To a section
• To a compartment

5

 An arcing fault barrier restricts the  
effects to one section when an arcing 
fault occurs. 6

  The insulated main busbars prevent 
the occurrence of arcing. 7

Safe housing

• Frame made from stable sheet-steel 
profiles

• Sendzimir-galvanized surfaces on 
frame components, bases, rear pan-
els, and floor plates

8
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SIVACON S8 –  
8 good arguments 
for flexibility

Thanks to its modular concept and wide variety of parts, SIVACON S8 can meet 
the most demanding requirements and satisfy all individual needs.

1
A variety of connection options via 
vertical section busbars: flexible lay-
out and optional expansions

2
Supply unit and feeder

• Via cable or SIVACON 8PS busbar
trunking system from 630 to
6,300 A

•  From the top or bottom
• Aluminum or copper busbar trunk-

ing system

3
The section can be installed – either 
single- or double-fronted – together 
with a main busbar system or back-
to-back with a separate main busbar 
system. 

4
The standardized, circumferential 
rows of holes in the sheet-steel pro-
files allow for individual expansion.
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High level of flexibility thanks to 
innovative modular technology

• Different installation designs can be
combined in one section

• Functional units are easy to ex-
change or add

5

The functional compartments can be 
divided as required with add-on 
modules. 6

Depending on requirements, different 
degrees of protection can be imple-
mented with the roof plate – venti-
lated or non-ventilated.

7

The universal door hinge allows the 
hinge side to be easily changed. 8
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SIVACON S8 –  
8 good arguments 
for efficiency

The SIVACON S8 low-voltage power distribution board permits the efficient 
implementation of technologically sophisticated solutions. The proof: Over 
320,000 switching boards have already been installed in a wide variety of  
applications by SIVACON Technology Partners.

1
Economical design

• Circuit breaker section provides
enough space for up to three circuit
breakers.

• Flexible installation design: fixed-
mounted or withdrawable design for
easy maintenance

2
Efficient, flexible operation

• High packing density with up to 35
outgoing feeders per section

• Fast exchange under operating
conditions

3
Reduced service time thanks to main-
tenance-free section connections

4
The patented ventilation slots reduce 
maintenance effort.

• Cleaning is possible with the door
closed and from the outside

• Low repair costs
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The patented connection terminals 
are safe, flexible, and easy to connect 
– during installation and in the event 
of subsequent changes.

5

Reliable partners

• Maximum technological progress 
through constant innovation guar-
antees the highest quality

• Brand strength combined with 
expertise gained over many years 
and the availability of a local partner 
on-site

6

The SIMARIS software tools save time 
throughout the process – from plan-
ning to configuration all the way to 
plant documentation.

7

The innovative, communication-capa-
ble SENTRON components are easy to 
integrate

• System status and energy flows are 
made transparent

• For energy-efficient plant operation

8
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Connection to energy management, 
control, and automation systems

TÜV-certified power monitoring system: ideal technical basis for  
industrial energy management in accordance with ISO 50001

The communication-capable 7KM PAC measuring devices supply  
system status data

Reduce energy costs, increase plant availability
For industrial plants to operate efficiently, their load must 
be constantly optimized and downtime reduced. The 
7KT/7KM PAC measuring devices and communication-
capable 3WL/3VL/3VA circuit breakers integrated in the 
power distribution board can help you achieve this.

They record precise and reliable energy values for electric 
feeders or individual loads – because only by knowing 
your energy consumption can you reduce energy costs. 
For the further processing of measured data, additional 
devices can easily be integrated into higher-level automa-
tion and energy management systems, thanks to the wide 
variety of communication options they offer. The commu-
nication-capable devices supply important measured val-
ues via standardized bus systems for the purpose of 
assessing the system status and power quality.

Benefits

• System status and fault prevention are made  
transparent

• Increase plant availability
• Identify potential savings with transparent energy 

flows
• Reduce energy costs
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Reference customer HAWE Hydraulik: 
comprehensive solution for  
safe power distribution

Requirements
• Safe power distribution in HAWE Hydraulik SE’s  

largest plant in Kaufbeuren, Germany: four halls with  
30,000 m2 production area 

• Uninterrupted power supply for state-of-the-art manu-
facturing and assembly technology

• Maximum reliability of electrical equipment
• Energy-efficient production and building systems

The HAWE Hydraulik SE group of companies, with head-
quarters in Munich, develops and manufactures hydraulic 
components and systems.

Solution
The new plant needed a comprehensive safety concept to 
be developed to supply it with power. The decision to use 
Siemens systems and components was based on both the 
overall concept and the high technical quality. With the 
participation of a SIVACON Technology Partner and an 
electrical planner, a comprehensive, uniform solution was 
developed that integrates both medium-voltage switch-
gears and low-voltage power distribution boards.  
Precisely coordinated products and systems as well as  

technical support services guarantee continuous and 
therefore highly efficient and reliable power distribution.

Products employed
• 80 boards of SIVACON S8 low-voltage distribution 

boards
• 8,000 meters of SIVACON 8PS busbar trunking systems
• 30 boards of gas-insulated medium-voltage switchgear 

type 8DJH
• 13 GEAFOL cast-resin transformers

Result
As a design-verified low-voltage switchgear and control 
gear assembly in accordance with IEC 61439, the SIV-
ACON S8 low-voltage power distribution board and 8PS 
busbar trunking systems guarantee high operating safety 
and short-circuit strength with a negligible fire load. Over-
all, power distribution in the new plant meets the highest 
demands for safety, reliability, availability, and efficiency.

80 boards of SIVACON S8 low-voltage distribution boards ensure safe power distribution
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Project checklist – part 1

Customer Project
Factory ref. no. Author
Delivery date Date

Standards and specifications
  IEC 61439-1/2 
EN 61439-1/2 
VDE 0660 part 600-1/2

IEC 60364-4-41 – protection against electric shock
  basic protection – 
protection against direct contact

 fault protection – protection against indirect contact  
  automatic disconnection  
of supply 

 electrical separation  total insulation

EC 61641; VDE 0660 part 500-2 – arc resistance
Siemens Level concept Others
Personal safety  insulated main busbar (L1-3); inclusive:  

 N conductor         customer connection
  Level 1 –  personal safety  arcing fault barrier

Personal and plant safety Plant data under arc fault conditions
  Level 2 – restriction to section Rated operational voltage Ue  

 up to 415 V        up to 690 V
  Level 3 – restriction to  
functional compartment

Maximum short-circuit current Ip arc  
 up to 50 kA        up to 65 kA        up to 100 kA

  Level 4 – restriction to  
site of origin

Maximum arc duration tarc 
 up to 100 ms        up to 300 ms

Electrical systems
Earthing system  TN-C  TN-S  TN-C-S  IT  TT
Design external  
connection  L1, L2, L3, PEN  L1, L2, L3, PE + N  ZEP (PEN+PE)  others:

Incomer  3-pole switchable  4-pole switchable  direct incomer
Nominal voltage V

Transient overvoltages 
Overvoltage category Rated impulse withstand voltage Uimp

 I  II  III  IV   corresponding nominal voltage  
and overvoltage category

other value:                 kV 

Temporary overvoltages  nominal system voltage + 1,200 V  nominal system voltage +             V
Rated frequency fn  50 Hz  60 Hz  DC
On-site testing  Wiring  operational performance and function  others:

Short-circuit withstand capability
Transformer-rated power Sr kVA 

Rated short-circuit voltage uz % 

Rated short-time withstand  
current lcw

kA s 

Short-circuit withstand current Ik  
with DC

kA 

Prospective short-circuit current Icp at supply terminals in the neutral circuit in the protective circuit
kA kA kA

SCPD in the incoming functional unit  yes  no
Coordination of short-circuit protective devices including external short-circuit protective device details

Data associated with loads likely to contribute to the short-circuit current
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Project checklist – part 2

Installation environment
Location type: indoor IP protection after removal of removable parts: IP 20 Pollution degree of the installation environment: 3
IP protection against interior Section ventilated Section 

non-ventilated
 IP 30  IP 31  IP 40  IP 41  IP 43  IP 54

IP protection against cable base IP protection Realization
 IP 00  IP 30  IP 40  IP 54   manufacturer- 

provided
  customer- 
provided

External mechanical impact  
(IK)

 IK 08 (5 Joule)   IK 09 (10 Joule) –  
only for IP 40

  IK 10 (20 Joule) –  
only for IP 40 without roof plate

Resistance to corrosion   standard  
(interior climate 3K4)

  special operating conditions   corrosive gases (e.g. H2S) 

Ambient temperature at operation  
(24-hour average)

 20 °C  25 °C  30 °C  35 °C  40 °C  45 °C  50 °C  °C
lower limit:               °C upper limit:               °C

Maximum relative humidity            % at           °C

Site altitude above sea level  ≤ 2,000 m  others:

EMV environment  A  B
Special service conditions  none   heavy pollution  fungus  small creatures 

  exceptional  
condensation

  strong electric or  
magnetic fields

  heavy vibration and shocks  vibration 

 earthquakes  corrosive environment  explosion hazards  others
Cubicle heating  yes  no

Installation method
Floor standing Stationary
Type of installation  single-fronted  back-to-back  double-fronted
Maximum overall dimensions Height

max. overall height 
 no limit 
 yes                           mm 

frame 
 2,000 mm 
 2,200 mm 

base 
 100 mm 
 200 mm 
 no base 

Max. depth
 no limit  500 mm  600 mm  800 mm  1,000 mm  1,200 mm

Max. overall width
 no limit  yes                           mm

External conductor Type(s)
 cable connection  busbar trunking system

Direction(s)
For incomers  bottom For outgoings  bottom

 top  top
 rear  rear

Material

 copper  aluminum
Cross sections and terminations

   standard (manual/technical information)  special requirements 

special requirements for labeling  
of connections
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Projekt checklist – part 3

Storage and handling
Transport Max. width per transport unit Type of transport

  2,400 mm  mm   forklift truck  crane
Environmental conditions   as specified for operation   different from operation conditions: 

Packing details   land transport  
(skid)

  land transport 
(ground)

  land transport  
(crate)

  sea transport 
(ground)

  sea transport 
(box)

  air transport

Operating arrangements
Access to authorized persons only
Location of manually operated devices   standard solution   special requirements

Current carrying capability
Rated current of the switchgear assembly InA [A] appropriate horizontal busbar system
Horizontal busbar system Position  top  rear (top)  rear (bottom)

Rated current Inc [A]                                    A                                    A                                    A
Finishing Cu  blank  silver-plated  tinned
Execution AC L1, L2, L3 +…  PEN  PE  N  PEN, N=50 %  PEN, N=100 %  PEN, N=150 %
Execution DC   220 V 

L+, L-, PE
  24 V 
L+, M(L-)

Other conditions: 

Vertical busbar system Rated current Inc [A]   ≤ 630 A   ≥ 630 A:                              A
Finishing Cu  blank  silver-plated  tinned
Execution AC device 
compartment L1, L2, L3 + …  N

Execution AC cable connec-
tion compartment

 PEN  PE  N  PEN, N=50 %  PEN, N=100 % 

Execution DC   220 V 
L+, L-, PE

  24 V 
L+, M(L-)

Other conditions: 

Rated diversity factor  RDF for whole assembly   RDF for groups of circuits
Ratio of cross section of the neutral  
conductor to phase conductors 

 100 % 
 

 50 % (min. 16 mm2) 
 

                   %

Cubicles
Internal separation [IEC 61439-2, DIN EN 61439-2, VDE 0660 part 600-2, BS EN 61439-2]
Circuit breaker design  Form 1  Form 2b  Form 3a  Form 4b  Form 4 type 7
Universal mounting design  Form 2b  Form 3b  Form 4a  Form 4b  Form 4 type 7
Fixed-mounted design  Form 1  Form 2b  Form 3b  Form 4a  Form 4b
Fixed-mounted 3NJ4 in-line design  Form 1  Form 2b
Plug-in 3NJ6 in-line design  Form 3b  Form 4b
Reactive power compensation  Form 1  Form 2b
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Any questions? 
One click to be well-informed

siemens.com/lowvoltage/cax

Commercial and  
technical data

Dimensional 
drawings 3D models Connection images

Circuit diagrams EPLAN electric  
P8 macros ManualsOperating  

instructions

Product data sheets Characteristic  
curves Product imagesCertificates

Our wide range of data permits  
significantly shorter development 
time, reduced effort, and higher 
planning quality – resulting in a 
reduction in overall costs.

Tremendous time savings thanks to high-quality CAx data

- Internet
-  Catalogs and 

brochures
- Newsletter
- Image database

- Industry Mall 
- Configuration 
-  SIMARIS planning 

tools
-  CAx Download  

Manager

-  Siemens Industry 
Online Support 
(SIOS)

-  My Documentation 
Manager

-  Technical support

- SITRAIN portal

We provide you with support from 
planning to commissioning and 
operation.

Always at your disposal: our extensive support

Planning/orders Operation/service TrainingInformation

siemens.com/lowvoltage/support
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